Physics 231a Course Update 22 Aug 2007

• Reading Assignment Chapter 1, 21(§1-6), 22(§1-5)

• Dr. Greene is usually in his office Wednesday afternoons. He is NOT on campus on Tuesdays and Thursdays. If you wish to meet with Dr. Greene, please talk to him after class or make an appointment by email.

• The first problem set is now on line. This problem set will be due at 0800h on Monday 10 September. (Problem sets will usually open at noon on Monday and close at 0800h on the following Monday).

• Please go to the CAPA online homework system and try to access the first problem set. Please inform me if you have a problem getting on line and I will try to sort it out promptly.

• If I am informed of a CAPA problem by Thursday, 30 August, and if I am unable to fix the problem so as to allow you at least a week to do the problem set, you will not be penalized for failing to complete the first problem set. If you wait until after the 30th to inform me, I will still try to fix things ASAP, but you will be responsible for the first problem set irrespective of when you have access.